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ET-4814:
Local Employer Verification of 

Health Insurance Coverage

Employer Services, Dept. of Employee Trust Funds

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello and welcome to today’s training: The ET-4814—an ETF form for Local Employer Verification of Health Insurance Coverage.I’m _____and I’m an Employer Services Trainer at the Department of Employee Trust Funds or ETF.
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Learning Objectives
1. Define the ET-4814

2. Recognize the events that trigger

3. Identify the major sections

4. Describe the overall process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s identify today’s learning objectives.  By the end of this training, you should be able to:Number 1: Define the ET-4814Number 2: Recognize the events that trigger the need to submit an ET-4814Number 3: Identify the major sections of the ET-4814 formAnd Number 4: Describe the overall process for submitting the ET-4814
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What is ET-4814?
• Local Employer Verification of Health 

Insurance Coverage

• Used for Employer premium 
contributions for retirees/survivors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is an ET-4814?  The ET-4814 is for Local Employer Verification of Health Insurance Coverage.  The graphic shown here is an image of the form… if you can’t read it, don’t worry, we will examine each section of the form in greater detail later in this training.It’s used by Employers to inform ETF if the Employer will pay anything toward a retiree’s or survivor’s health insurance premium, including when they will stop contributing
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Why is the ET-4814 Important?
• ETF: Needs to know how to invoice coverage

• Employer: Needs to tell ETF how to invoice coverage

• Retiree/Survivor: Needs to know any premium contributions

• Active Employees get Employer premium contribution

• No obligation for retirees/survivors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, why is the ET-4814 so important?ETF needs to know how to invoice the retiree or survivor… will they become a retiree who remains on the Employer’s invoice? Or will ETF handle their premium payment?The 4814 is important to the Employer because that’s how they communicate to ETF if they’re going to pay anything towards the retiree or survivor’s premium and remain on the Employer invoice.Finally, the 4814 is important to the Retiree or Survivor because they need to know if the Employer will be paying anything towards their health insurance premiums.  As active employees, Employers contribute to premiums, but in retirement...Local Employers are under no obligation from ETF to contribute anything towards retirees’ or survivors’ premiums, though a Local Employer may do so under any internal benefits they offer.
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When to Submit ET-4814?
• Local MRA Employee Terminates

• Local Active Employee Dies

• Local Retiree Dies

• Local Employer premium contribution stops

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are several events that trigger the need to submit a new or updated ET-4814:When a Local Employee who is the Minimum Retirement Age terminates, such as retirement.  Even when MRA employees terminate without mentioning that they’re retiring, they still get an ET-4814.When a Local Employee dies—the form is submitted for survivors if the Employee had a family planWhen a Local retiree on the Employer’s invoice dies—the form is submitted for survivors if the retiree had a family plan… andWhen a Local Employer is no longer going to contribute to its retiree’s health insurance premiums
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What are the Major Sections?
• Part A: Employer Verification of Health Insurance Coverage

• Part B: Employee or Survivor Information

• Part C: Transfer Report

• Instructions and Additional Information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The ET-4814 has four major sections:Part A: Employer Verification of Health Insurance CoveragePart B: Employee or Survivor InformationPart C: Transfer Report for when retirees no longer receive Employer contributions to their health insurance premiums.  And…Instructions and Additional information. 
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What is Part A?
• Employer premium contributions for retirees/survivors

• Always completed and signed

• Employer must communicate contribution amount and length

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is Part A?Part A includes information about the employee or survivor, employer information, and an especially important portion where the Employer to tell ETF if they will contribute to a retiree’s or survivor’s health insurance premiums.It’s also worth noting that the Employer always completes and signs Part A—100% of the time.  Regardless of whether Parts B or C are filled out, Part A must always be completed and signed.  We will learn more about Parts B and C later in this training.It’s very important for employers—and not ETF—to communicate to their employees, retirees, and survivors how much employers will contribute to premiums and for how long.  
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What is Part B?
• Employee/Survivor only fills out to cancel coverage

• Health Insurance continues automatically

• 60-day window

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is Part B?Part B is the portion of the 4814 that an employee or survivor completes only if they want to cancel their health insurance coverage.  If they want to keep it, they do not need to complete Part B.  This is a change from the previous 4814 procedure where ETF required all retiring employees or survivors to fill out the form.  Now, they only need to complete Part B if they want to cancel because…Health insurance continues automatically if an employee or survivor doesn’t fill out Part BEmployees and survivors have a 60-day window after the retirement or death date to fill out Part B to have their cancellation effective on the month the last premium was paid.  If ETF receives Part B after 60 days, then the cancellation effective date will be the first of the month after receipt.
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What is Part C?
• When employer contributions will stop in two months

• Part C filled out on original ET-4814

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is Part C?Part C is only filled out when the Employer will stop contributing to a retirees’ health insurance premium in two monthsThe Employer fills out Part C on the original ET-4814 they submitted to ETF when the employee retired, or on the 4814 submitted for a survivor.  If an employer does not have the original form, they can request a copy from ETF
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What are Instructions/ 
Additional Info?
• Instructions for Employer, Employees, and Survivors

• Contains Medicare note:

• Retirees must enroll in Medicare

• Lower premium

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is the Instructions and Additional Information?This includes many of the instructions already addressed for the Employer, Employees, and SurvivorsThis portion contains a note about Medicare stating that retirees and their dependents must enroll in Medicare when eligible. It’s also worth noting that Retirees should enroll in Medicare anyway because they can still maintain their employer premium contributions resulting in lower premium payments
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Retiree Example

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at the process through some examples… First with a retiree…This is Betty, an employee with the Village of XYZ.  Betty has single coverage for her health insurance.Betty is retiring soon.  Her health insurance will continue automatically unless she notifies ETF that she wants to cancelThe Village of XYZ must complete an ET-4814 to indicate if they will contribute anything toward Betty’s health insurance premium in retirement
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Retiree Example
What will my 

premium 
be?

Employer
88%

Employee
12%

PREMIUM

Active EE

EmployerEmployee

PREMIUMET-4814

Retiree

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Betty needs to know what the Village’s contribution—if any—will be, so that she can make an informed decision about whether to continue or cancel her coverage.  She wants to know how much her premium will cost as a retiree.As an active employee with the Village of XYZ, the Village paid 88% of Betty’s health insurance premium.In retirement, the Village indicated in Part A of the ET-4814 that they would contribute to retirees like Betty’s health insurance premium.  Please note that the Employer doesn’t say how much they will contribute to their retirees’ premiums on the ET-4814—only that they will contribute something.  How much they contribute is something the Village communicates on its own to Betty.
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Retiree Example Oh, the Village will 
contribute toward 

my premium?!

ET-4814

I’ll keep it!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Village of XYZ sends Betty a copy of the ET-4814.Betty needs to decide if she wants to continue having coverage with the Village contributing towards her premiumBetty decides she wants to continue, so she doesn’t have to take any action regarding ET-4814 as her coverage continues automatically
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Survivor Example

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at another example of why the ET-4814 information is so important—this time for a survivor…This is Bob, an employee for the City of ABC, and his husband Barry.  Bob has family coverage for his health insurance.Unfortunately, Bob died recently.  Barry will continue automatically with Bob’s health insurance as a survivor—unless he tells ETF that he wants to cancel.The City of ABC must complete an ET-4814 to indicate if they will contribute anything toward Barry’s survivor contract.
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Survivor Example
What will my 

premium 
be?

Employer
88%

Employee
12%

PREMIUM
Active EEEmployer

0%

Survivor
100%

PREMIUM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Barry needs to know what the City’s contribution—if any—will be, so that he can make an informed decision about whether to continue or cancel his coverage.  He wants to know how much his premium will cost as a survivor.When Bob was an Active Employee with the City of ABC, the City paid 88% of Bob’s family plan health insurance premiumBut when Bob died, the City indicated in Part A of the ET-4814 that they no longer would contribute anything to the Survivor Barry’s health insurance premium
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Survivor Example
What?!  

I’ll have to pay the 
full premium???

ET-4814

If that’s the case, I 
want to cancel.

Part B

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The City of ABC sends Barry a copy of the ET-4814.Barry needs to decide if he wants to continue having Survivor coverage through Bob’s plan now that he’ll be responsible for the entire health insurance premium.Barry decides he wants to cancel, which he can do by filling out Part B of the ET-4814
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Why is Timeliness Important?
• Retirement and Death: ET-4814 ASAP
• Employer contribution ending: Two months prior
• Timely submission = timely set up
• Late submissions = past premiums due

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Part of understanding the overall ET-4814 process is knowing why timeliness is important, which we’ll review now.First, for retirement and death, we need the ET-4814 as soon as possibleFor when Employer contributions towards a retiree’s premium will end, we need the ET-4814 two months prior that dateTimely submissions result in ETF setting up the retirees’ health insurance contracts in a timely matter.Late submissions of the ET-4814 can result in retirees or survivors owing hundreds of dollars per month after the termination date for past premiums due.  That’s because Employers may no longer contribute to premiums, and it applies to all 4814 triggering events: retirement, death, and the end of Employer Contribution toward(s) retirees’ premiums
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Process Overview

Triggering Event

Retirement

Death

End ER Contribution

Employer: Part A

Yes Contribution

No Contribution

ASAP Submission

Retiree/ Survivor: 
Part B

Only to cancel

Employer: Part C

Two months prior

End ER contribution
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Thank you

wi_etf etf.wi.gov
608-266-3285

1-877-533-5020ETF E-mail Updates
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